Reflections within a Financial Mirror
‘Let me show you a mirror and a reflection, let me show you the Sacred and the Satanic, let me show you
the moment when your life is given to you as a gift, and the moment when your life is stolen, forever!’
The perplexing financial question ‘who supplies the capital for our loans, when the world is drowning in debt?’ reveals that
banks do not loan bank capital, banks loan bank credit created by monetising their customer’s assets within a banking mirror
called double-entry bookkeeping, a banking mirror which allows aristocracies and empires to seize our world with debt!
The banks, deceptively, call the reflection of their customer’s own assets within the
mirror ‘bank capital’, funds which the banks can now deposit into the customer’s
account within the form of a loan.
The banks then gather together at the end of each banking day, in a
demonstration of cartel behaviour, and tally their accounts, making additional
loans to balance their books, with the monetary supply now appearing from
nothing in the form of reflections within a mirror. Customer assets have preceded the appearance of bank capital!
In this monetary system there is a moment of banking power, the moment when the world is turned from light
into darkness, turned from assets into debts, turned from the Sacred into the Satanic! The customer supplies the
assets for the loan so it is morally reasonable for the loan to be recorded as an asset to the customer, with a $1
loan bearing 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creating a debt of $1. However, the
banks record the loan as an asset to the bank, with a $1 loan at 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily,
over 550 years, creating a debt of 214 trillion dollars! The banks consider these 214 trillion dollars to be a modest return upon
a reflection within a mirror! Who needs the ancient laws, forbidding interest from exceeding loan capital!
The banks, of course, do not admit that they are loaning reflections of their customer’s own assets as not
even a ‘Shakespearean idiot’ will pay compound interest upon a loan created as a reflection of the idiot’s
own assets! Instead, the banks tell their customers that they are receiving valuable ‘pre-existing’ bank
capital upon which interest must be paid. This deception is a crime against the laws for fraud, fiduciary
duty, odious debt, racketeering, pyramid schemes, duress, cartels, and contracts. In a court of law, as fraud
invalidates all contracts, all customer loans could be deemed void and the banks forced to return the capital
and interest paid by their customers, plus a three times cartel penalty! A student with a $100,000 loan has their
loan cancelled and $300,000 deposited into their bank account. A family with a $300,000 mortgage has their loan cancelled
and $900.000 deposited into their bank account. The world has moved from the Satanic realm of debts into the Sacred realm
of assets. At the very least, our customer loans should be re-engineered and recorded as interest-free assets, now owned by the
bank’s customers, with all interest payments returned to the customers!
When are the people going to awaken to this simple solution to the debt matrix and the banking fraud which we
call our ‘financial system’? When will the people realise that there are two million species upon our planet and
humanity is the only species which is terrorised by the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation,
and inflation! When will the people realise that it is possible to create our nation’s monetary supply as an asset
and not as a debt? The greatest treasure in our nation is the monetary supply so by what art of dark financial
magic have we managed to convert this asset into a debt owed to the private bankers? Have we been drinking from
the dark waters of the insane and the sociopathic? Are we so stupefied by the lies of usury that we deserve to be swindled?
Send these texts to all you know, consider their implications within your forums and your ‘coffee
shop’ discussions. These financial concepts should be discussed in your national media and your
political institutions, they should be debated within the ‘slave plantations’ which you call ‘life’. The
people need to awaken from their prisons of debt peonage, the people need to return the creation
of the monetary supply to the nation, to the realm of ‘The Light, the Asset and the Sacred’!
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